This paper proposes an intermediate system called JAssess which is developed to provide a solemn solution in providing a handy way to manage submission of students' Java programming exercises from MoodleTM, as well as grading them semi-automatically. This system implements dynamic testing type where testing involves executing of the program. This paper will explains in detail about the proposed system, JAssess, and the algorithm that lay behind it. It presents the major methods used while evaluating the Java programming assignment which include: the predefined Java File, Java Unzip, Java Runtime, Java Compiler and Java Reflection. Section 4 reviews the integration of JAssess with MoodleTM, in which it extends the functionality of the learning management system and provides better learning environment. It also explains on how to overcome the different environment used in JAssess and MoodleTM, in which MoodleTM is written in PHP, while JAssess is using Java technology. Although PHP and Java are not similar in terms of its syntax, but both are able to interact between each other with the help of data layout structure. A few test samples have been prepared in which they represent the successful and failed of the Java program compilation. Results are being discussed and are shown that the proposed model is able to display the suggested mark along with the output for every successful compilation, and will display the error along with the suggested mark for every failed compilation. Finally, some limitations of the proposed system and suggestions for future works section was concludes in this paper.
Introduction
Learning programming languages, such as the Java object oriented programming language, is a great challenge especially when the students are still in the basic level of programming efficiency. A lot of practical exercises are needed to help the students to lead to better understanding on a particular topic. By giving appropriate programming exercises and assignments, the students' cognitive skill can be increased. Unfortunately, lecturers take a lot of time and effort to evaluate and assess the students' programming exercises and assignments. The manual approaches of assessing programming assignment, such as the hardcopies and diskettes, are obviously costly, time consuming and inflexible.
Nowadays, learning management system (LMS) is widely used to provide learning supports to the lecturers and students, as well as administrative and technical support (Guido & Andreas, 2009) . One of the most prominent LMS used today is Moodle TM (Cole & Foster, 2007) . Assignment module is among the most useful facility in Moodle TM that allows lecturer to set assignment with a due date and a maximum grade. Within the specified date, the students are able to submit their assignments to the server. The system records the date of when the students upload their programming files and this function allows lecturer to view any late submission. The lecturer is then able to download the programming work and give grades and feedbacks. Students are able to view the grades and feedback at any time and location. However, Moodle TM lacks of support in compiling and running the programming language assignments, specifically the Java programming language. The lecturer needs to download each programming source files and save it in different locations in the lecturer's own personal computer. The lecturer will then need to compile and run the program separately and then come back to Moodle TM to give marks and feedbacks.
The functionality of Moodle TM as the learning management system needs to be extended so that it can provide a handy way to evaluate students' Java programming exercises. Therefore, this paper reports about the proposed system named JAssess which is developed in Java platform. It provides a seamless solution in providing a handy way to manage submission of students' Java programming exercises, including compiling and running the programs, as well as giving marks and feedbacks. Within this system, the lecturers and students interact with the Moodle TM system to upload and download Java programming assignments. The lecturers are able to evaluate the programs without the need to log out of the Moodle TM system.
Related works on programming assessment tools
The earliest automatic program grading tool was published by Hollingsworth (1960) which was used for a formal course in programming. At that moment, old style key punched programming was still widely used. Since then, the use of automatic grader has been expanded widely in several programming languages until today.
TRY system was developed in late 80's for Unix operating system which test student program with a set of hidden test data (Reek, 1989) . By keeping the test data hidden, students are encouraged to design programs without any advance knowledge of the test cases.
Web-CAT, an open source automated grading system, grades the student codes and students' assignment for each submission by writing their own test code (Edwards and Pérez-Quiñones, 2008) . This approach helps the students to understand better of their own work by having the sense of responsibility to prove the correctness and validity of their program. But as far as we concern, a fully automated grader that performs the entire task would be very much convenient without having a single effort.
Overview of the proposed system
Moodle TM , an acronym for Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment, is an open source software written in PHP language, which is designed to help both lecturers and students the opportunity to interact each other through online course ( Cole & Foster, 2007) . Moodle TM provides many modules for various teaching and learning activities, such as the resource module, assignment module, discussion forums, and quiz module (Kumar et. al., 2011) . One important characteristics of Moodle TM is that it allows modification made to the original copy of the source code provided that the developer should not modify or remove the original license. This characteristic makes it possible to extend the functionalities of Moodle TM so that it can meet certain organization needs.
JAssess, an acronym for Java Assessment tool, is the interface to compile and run Java programming source files to produce appropriate output. This tool is written in Java language. The lecturer may adjusted the marks suggested by the system and give feedback to the students appropriately. Figure 1 shows the Moodle (in PHP platform) and JAssess (in Java platform) in which both are web-based systems and supported by the MySql database. Although PHP and Java are not similar in their syntax and semantics, we are able to connect them together through the intermediate controller (named JAssessMoodle) 
JAssess assessment algorithm
The predefined Java File, Java Unzip, Java Runtime, Java Compiler dan Java Reflection play a big role in making the assessment succesful (Truong et. al., 2004) . The first step in the assessment process is to create a folder at the server with the name of the student's matric number. Inside this folder, a subfolder with the assignment's name is created. This subfolder contains the compressed zip file. These processes require Java File class and therefore the File class from package java.io.File should be imported to ensure these processes possible.
successful program suggested mark
Lecturer feedback
Before any process could be proceeded, the class should be initiated as example below.
File f = new File("C:\\student");
Based on the example, an instance f is declared which assigned to the location and the name of the file/folder. At this point, we can perform several tasks by using predefined methods. To indicate whether the location assigned is a directory or a file, we can use isDirectory()or isFile() method, respectively. To determine whether a file exist or not, the method exists() should be used. The method returns a true if the file/folder is exists or false if the file is not exists. If the folder location defined is not exists, we can use method mkdirs() to create the folder. On certain condition, we need to list out all the files in the student's folder, and that's when we invoke the method listFiles(). Method delete() erases a folder by returning a true value if the folder successfully deleted and false value, otherwise. One of the requirements that the student should follow prior to the submission of the Java source files is to compress all source files into a single file using the .zip format. Thus, during the second assessment process, the decompression process of the zipped files needs to be performed before the compilation process. The java.util.zip package provides features for data compression and decompression in ZIP and GZIP formats. This package provides a ZipInputStream class for reading the ZIP files. Once a ZIP input stream is opened, we read the zip entries using the getNextEntry() method which returns a ZipEntry object.
The set up of the decompressed output stream is specified as follows. Third, in order to compile the Java program, a file named Compile.class need to be copied to the student's subfolder. This file contains algorithm that applies the Java Compiler as a mean to compile student's Java program. The command prompt application needs to be executed in order to compile the student's source code and run them. The tricky part is to run the command prompt within JAssess, which means it has to be triggered automatically by a command in the source code. This is done by employing Runtime class from package and calling exec() method as shown below.
Runtime rt = Runtime.getRuntime(); Process pr = rt.exec("cmd /c dir");
The fourth step is the Java Compiler from javax.tools package as shown below. At this stage, the compilation is done within the source code and without employing the javac command. Once successful, a byte code file is being generated that is known as a class file.
JavaCompiler compiler = ToolProvider.getSystemJavaCompiler();
If unsuccessful, error message is displayed. Java Reflection provides a dynamic way to manipulate object at runtime. It has the ability to examine or modify the runtime behavior of applications running in the Java virtual machine. By narrowing the usage of this class, it is used to assess the main method of the student's program. This task could be done by importing the java.lang.reflect.Method package. Inside the Method class, resides a function named invoke() which is used to run any method in a class.
The example below shows the use of Java Reflection to run a Java program called Hello.java. In the above code, the Java program is declared by the forname() method and the main() method accessed by the getDeclaredMethod() method. Once the main() method is accessed, the invoke() method is called as follows.
m.invoke(null, new Object[] { null });
Results and Discussion
We have conducted several tests by preparing a set of test cases. The test cases represent sample programs that are based on the assignment questions. Each cases purposely prepared for any of these two conditions: successful compilation and unsuccessful compilation.
With the proposed system, the lecturer found out that the students' programs can be graded in ease. Lecturers just need to click on the 'Grade' button under the JAssess column and the system will display the compilation results. For every successful compilation, it displays the output with the suggested high marks. However, if a compilation failed, it will display the error along with the suggested low marks. Lecturers are able to view each of the source code submitted by the students. Hence, for unsuccessful compilation cases, they can track for errors and manually correct it until the programs are error free and ready to be run..
Conclusions and future work
JAssess is a web based system that grades student's Java program based on successful or failed compilation. This system implements the predefined packages of Java File, Java Unzip, Java Runtime, Java Compiler dan Java Reflection to complete a full process of assessment. Each packages assigned their own roles and together, it helps to reduce the workloads faced by educators each semester. Moodle is a learning management system that creates opportunities for educators and students for interaction for teaching and learning activities. Regardless of features of an e-learning platform, we didn't find any grading tools that fit to assess a Java program. As a result, integrating between Moodle and JAssess would be a perfect match as it will complements each other.
Although the integration is a successful attempt, it still has drawbacks. One limitation is that the marks is given based on successful compilation and does not aware of the logic errors. Students may receive high marks if they submit any error free Java program even though the program do not meet the criteria of the question. Therefore, the lecturers still need to view the output and verify the correctness of the program, which makes this system obviously semi-automated. For future research, the assessment process may be improved; from compilation based to logical based.
